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• WELCOME TO NEW STUDENTS

WHAT THE V-C SAID

Here, as a matter of pubtic interest,
SOUND rei)roduces the full text of
the Vice-Chaneellor's welcome to new
students in the Union on Monday March 1 :

My task this morning is a very straight-forward one -to welcome you to Monash University, and this I have great pleasure in
doffi-g.

On an occasion like this there is always the temptation to give a lot of advice about your future university life and how to
get the best out of it but, as I know that you will be subjected to a torrent of advice during the coming week, I shall not add to
it now except to say that you will soon discover that you are being given contradictory advice and information:   you will there-
fore be wise to adopt a critical attitude to what you are told and what you read - and this applies to what I am saying no less
than to other statements.

While I don't want to speck for long I do want to say a few words about the nature of universities in general and about
this one in particular.  One often hears them described as "communities of scholars" and, although opinions differ widely on
what this phrase means, no-one disputes that the central object of the exercise is scholarship and learning.

Nor does anyone deny that at university level scholarship has at least two aspects -the discovery of new knowledge, or
the re-interpretation of accepted facts, or the discussion of the inplications of facts and ideas - all this is lumped together under
the name of "research", and the education of students involving both "teaching", in a formal sense, and the provision of facili-
ties, such as the library, for self-education.

While opinions differ very much on the proportion of its effort which a university should devote to ``teaching" and "research"
respectively no-one denies that both are necessary:   an institution devoted solely to research, such as C.S.I.R.O., is fundamentally
different from a university, as is a school or college where no research is undertaken.

A great deal flows from this basic notion of what universities are and if you want to read more on the subject you will find
th     ,he literature is quite extensive. For my part I want now to mention only two matters flowing from these ideas that seem to
me`-to be particularly inportant at the present time:   the first is that a scholar while being properly critical of dogma, from what-
ever quarter, must be prepared to hear and to consider all points of view and must resist attempts to stifle unorthodox opinion.
This applies whether one is considering science, or economics, or history, or even the way the university itself operates.

For this reason university people are very sensitive to any threats to their academic freedom, whether in the form of
attempted political or religious control, and whether from right or left.

The second point of inportance, in my view, is that universities are essentially aristocratic and  hierarchical in a character
and simply cannot discharge their responsibilities by adopting exclusively egalitarian policies. This is not to say that they should
be run on authoritarian lines, or that there should not be proper consultation and dis-cussion of issues, but it is to say that in our
community responsibility is not uniformly distributed.

Before you conclude that this is a reactionary attitude in these democratic days let me remind you that you yourselves have
been selected to  come here -by means that are far from perfect, I admit -and that you doubtless have many friends who would
have liked to come but who didn't make the grade. But why did you want to come? I suggest that it is because you realised that
in this and other universities you could come under the influence of to be taught by, scholars of high reputation in their subjects.
Among these scholars who comprise the academic  staff are some  who have been specificauy chosen by the University as having
qualities of mind and character which makes them suitable for appointment as professors and so to carry special responsibility.
And among these, in turn, are some who have earned international reputations for their work, and whose standing largely de-
termines the standing of the University as a whole in the scholarly world at large.

It was to these men and women in particular, as well as to the academic staff generally, that I was referring when in the
Orientation Handbook, I suggested that enquiries about our academic reputation should be made abroad.
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The very nature of universities, then, is to seek out and encourage excellence and, having found persons who,appear to
be specially gifted, to give them special opportunities for exerting intellectual influence upon their students. This is what we
have been trying to do at Monash over the last ten years, which I now want to speck about briefly.

During this period, which is a.very short time indeed in which to build a university of more than ten thousand students,
the academic and administrative staff have been endeavouring to create an institution of unassailable intellectual stature -
this has been the central task. It is far from complete, indeed it can never be complete, but we have made much progress. The
Australian public, however, probably regards Monash in quite a different light although I was pleased recently to hear a senior

journalist say that regular references in the Press to the work of Monach academics was beginning to have its effect on discerning
readers.

Nevertheless Monash is a turbulant place and this is a matter both for pride and for concern. The pride comes from the
fact that turbulence reflects the fresh approach to university questions that has been encouraged by the very enterprising staff
that is assembled here. The concern arises from our vulnerability to assault by those whose ain§ are far from scholarly but who
see in this young and lively community a marvellous opportunity for what is euphemistically described as "stirring".

Each year at Monash has been different from its predecessors:   each new generation of students has affected the place in
a different, and often an unexpected, way. As I address you I wonder what you will bring to our community and what sort of
a university you will leave behind you when you graduate in three or four years' time. This, indeed, is my final comment  :   vo`u
have come here, no doubt, to further your education. But do not forget that education is a two-way process and that what       /
do here will inexorably influence Monash to a greater or lesser extent. This fact inpose-s upon you, from today onwards, a new
and perhaps unexpected responsibility.

See to it that you discharge that responsibility honourably and well.
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